
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata BS: to 

PT

Akonyl

Dus Gin

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

PhoenixTears Pisco

Akonyl Calvados Covers: Dus

APTX: conia = Makoto (right)

pofa Korn APTX: breva = kogoro (right)

nomemory Tequila

Edogawa Akemi Lover Loves-dovey: Kain

Holmes Shiratori

Shin_ichi01 James

Kobayashi

Car-Keys

Panties

meme Akai

Schillok Kir

Paix672 Yusaku

breva Kogoro *APTXed* Analyze Night 2: DT - not BO

Conia Makoto *in Japan*

*aptxed*

Protect: PT and breva

Kain Eisuke Lover

*protected*

Commi-Ninja Asami Panties

Abs. Ayumi *frightened*

Yurikochan Genta Identify: Pofa = chiba (false) 

*fails*

DT Heiji

Sakina Jodie

Vote:

02. pofa: breva

03: Paix672: breva

04: PhoenixTears: breva

05: Commi-Ninja: breva

06: Akonyl: breva

07: Holmes: -

08: Conia: -

09: Edogawa4869: pofa

10: KainTheVampire: Dus

11: Yurikochan: Dus
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11: Yurikochan: Dus

12: meme: -

14: Abs.: -

15: Parkur: breva

16: Schillok: breva

17: breva: -

18: nomemory: breva 

19: Sherlock3: breva

20: shin_ichi01: breva

22: Detective Tommy: -

23: Sakina: -

24: Dus: pofa

Pofa: 2

Breva: 10

Dus 2

Will

Comment:

At first, almost everyone voted for pofa. But then, pofa agreed on getting identified by the DB, 

which made everyone confused. It was a good move. Especially sine breva didn't want to say more 

about her findings, which is natural, since she was Kogoro.

But breva already told someone via PM (a BO), that she's 100% sure about her finding out pofa and 

that she figured it out during night. The BO knew they slandered pofa, so they already figured out 

she was Kogoro. Or maybe Sonoko. But since Dus investigated her interrogation, it was almost sure 

that she's Kogoro. And less likely that she would have someone that told her to suspect pofa 

(especially since breva was suspected then).

People also thought breva was suspicious since she didn't tell more about her findings. Maybe it 

would have helped her not getting lynched, but just getting APTXed (since BO found her anyway). 

But breva didn't know and hoped to survive D:

Another aspect was that xpon, who was yumi, suspected breva. I still dunno why. If it really was 

just a hunch or maybe a miscommunication?

But the BO played good her. Especially since pofa wanted to get identified. The BO wasn't sure 

what plan to follow actually. If they should let pofa(Korn) be lynched and for that get someone 

injured. Then again, should they injure breva or someone else? Since they could APTX breva if they 

were right.

Then there was also the plan to get breva lynched instead (which they did in the end) and let pofa 

survive a phase or 2 longer.

Tho I think it was a bit strange. The town wanted to prove pofa via identify. But then they still 

went for lynching breva?

If they found out pofa lied, then pofa is BO. So, lynching breva during that didn't make sense. 

Otherwise the DB could identify someone else, lynch either breva or pofa. If the got the BO, they 

know breva is probably town, but could still make sure the next. If they got breva and saw that she 

was kogoro, they would know pofa is BO for sure. So, identifying wasn't necessary on either of 

them when you lynch one of them,. If you identify one of them, you need to lynch someone else 

completely. Otherwise a ability is wasted imo. But as a GM, it's easier to see that than actually 

playing. Also, easier after everything happened already :x

Still, it can also be handled like it was. But the chance that something bad happens or a ability get's 

wasted is more likely than lynching someone else while proving 2 players.

Î will totally regret revealing that the next time I'm BO and am in that situation :V 
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Will

Breva (original)

[b]night 1:[/b]

interrogate: pofa=not BO. Dus was the only one who knew about that 

interrogation, he investigated it.

[b]day 1[/b]:

vote: Edogawa (randomly)

Analyze results: pofa=BO, meaning pofa was slandered on night 1 and Dus 

is suspicious of being BO.

[b]night 2:[/b]

I was told Akonyl could be BO and an interrogator would be useful on that 

case, that makes Edogawa suspicious to me

Dus wants to prove himself by guessing my interrogation target, I gave 

him 3 names (including Akonyl). I expected Akonyl to be slandered so I 

chose another target instead

interrogate: Detective Tommy=BO nobody knew about it but could be 

slandered.

[b]day 2:[/b]

I'm lynching pofa, it's possible she is Chianti/Korn so I will become 

injured after lynching her, I decided to continue the communication with 

Dus even if he is my major suspect.

A DB contacted me and I told her my role, I know I have nothing to lose 

now and  hope Yuriko is not faking a role [s]again[/s]

Analize results from last night: I will never know

Pofa

It's a fair cop.

Comment:

I edited Brevas will a bit. Like people guessed, I replaced some letters 

with dots. I deleted the part " Dus [was the only one who knew] about 

that interrogation, he investigated it." to make it not so obvious. Also, 

edogawa was mentioned. And since he was suspected by the BO anyway, I 

hid his name. Abs. got it right completly, even the Edogawa part, even tho 

his full username is Edogawa4869 :)

Phase Change

Day 2 begins

Meanwhile on the deck Captain Kleene Onigiri is distracted by stomping bugs...

Someone from the crowd: "Erm... Captain Kleene Onigiri?"

Kleene: "Oh, you guys are already here? Didn't notice. So, who will pay for the death of the 
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gentlemen 1412 today?"

Suddenly, the crowd get's excited and accuses people. They couldn't decide first, whether they 

should lynch pofa or breva.

Some people kept on insisting to lynch pofa. Those people are Edogawa, breva and Dus.

Others decided to go for breva instead, namely pofa, Paix, PhoenixTears, Commi-ninja, Akonyl, 

Parkur, Schillok, nomemory, Sherlock3 and shin_ichi01.

Other again did something completely different. Abs. was distracted and rolling around in circles. 

Holmes was distracted by that rolling around. Meme was staring at Captain Kleene Onigiri and her 

band-aid. Sakina was looking out for Jack, since Jack was missing (still clearing the bathroom). 

Detective Tommy, was again, facepalming.

And finally, two lone people, KainTheVampire and Yurikochan, wanted to lynch Dus instead. 

Kleene: "So, did you guys finally decide?" *hick* Kleene just drank a bottle of rum on ex.

pofa: "Yes! Captain Kleene Onigiri, breva has to pay for this crime!"

Kleene: *hick*

breva: "No! Captain Kleene Onigiri, po-"

Suddenly, breva(Kogoro) collapses. She's coughing out acid from her mouth. Well, not just acid, 

she's even coughing out blood and some parts of her organs too. (eww)

breva was clenching onto a piece of paper, but with that acid, some parts of it is missing:

(click to show/hide)

night 1:

interrogate: pofa=not BO. Dus knew about that interrogation, he investigated it.

day 1:

vote: Edogawa (randomly)

Analyze results: pofa=BO, meaning pofa was slan..... .. ..... . ... .us is suspic.... of bei.. BO.

night 2:

I was told Akonyl could be BO and an interrogator would be useful on that case, that mak.. ....... 

susp...... to me.

Dus wants to prove himself by guessing my interrogation target, I gave him 3 names. I expected 

Akonyl to be slandered so I chose another target instead

interrogate: Detective Tommy=BO no.... kn.. about it b.. could be slandered.

day 2:

I'm lynching pofa, it's possible she is Chia.../.... so I will become injured after lynching her, I 

decided to continue the communication with ... even if he is my ..... .......

A .. contacted me and I told her .. role, I know I have nothing to lose now and hope Yuriko is not 

faking a role again

Analize results from last night: I will never know

Kleene: "Whoa, seems like she was poisoned before we were able to kill her off. Also, somehow I 

think there is someone missing. Besides Jack, who's way too slow."

Everyone looks around and notice Conia(Makoto) lying on the floor some meters away from the mob. 

Seems like he was also poisoned, and had the same tragic death like breva did.

Kleene: "Did we want to lynch Conia too? Huh? No? WAIT, then someone murdered him too!" *hick*

(click to show/hide)

Vote:

02. pofa: breva

03: Paix672: breva

04: PhoenixTears: breva

05: Commi-Ninja: breva

06: Akonyl: breva
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06: Akonyl: breva

07: Holmes: -

08: Conia:

09: Edogawa4869: pofa

10: KainTheVampire: Dus

11: Yurikochan: Dus

12: meme: -

14: Abs.: -

15: Parkur: breva

16: Schillok: breva

17: breva: -

18: nomemory: breva 

19: Sherlock3: breva

20: shin_ichi01: breva

22: Detective Tommy: -

23: Sakina: -

24: Dus: pofa

Pofa: 2

Breva: 10

Dus 2

Hints:

No hints, since the decisions were send out. Well, abs. was spinning/rolling again, because he was 

frightened XD
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